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Definitions

Balancing- changing numeric values and card text in order to make different elements of a game 

weaker or stronger.

Deck Builder- This is a game type where there is a pool of cards that players can pick up each 

round in order to make a deck during the game. This allows players to customize their hands and 

play a deck differently each game.

PvP- Player vs. Player means you are up against other humans rather than a computer or the 

game itself.

Hidden Role- This is where you win by trying to complete an objective only known to the player 

and usually everyone has a different objective.

Play Testing- This is the process of playing the game you made in order to pick out flaws and test 

the mechanics created.



Introduction

● Card and board games have been a great pass time dating all the way 
back to the first know board game Senet in 3500 B.C.

● The Technology and Gaming club has had the goal of showcasing a wide 
variety of card and board games to the UF student body.

● During the course of the fall 2020 semester, we decided that we wanted 
to try our hand at creating our own game to better understand the 
thought and development processes that occur when designing a game.



So what do we want to make?

● Our first step was to determine what kind of game the group  wanted to 
design.

● Traditional games range from several different formats including, but not 
limited to:
○ Competitive versus cooperative 
○ Hidden Role
○ Deck-building
○ King of the hill
○ Etc.

● In order to do this, we decided to poll the group of everyone’s top 
favorite games and the pros and cons to these game formats as well

● Our choices can be seen in the following slides.



Our Favorite Games!



Organizing Games Into Categories

● Our next step was to group our favorite games into what we felt 
that game fell under in terms of genre.

● This allowed us not only to see what games were were all 
interested in, but also allowed us to figure out what genre of 
games our group enjoyed playing the most.



Games Organized into Genres



What Genre of game do we want to make?

● After determining all of the genres that our group found most 
popular we started voting on which ones we wanted to base our 
game around. 

● Keep in mind, this is not an exhaustive list of board/card game 
genres but rather the ones our group liked the most.

● We also decided that it would be interesting to combine multiple 
genres into our game for complexity



Settling on a Genre

● We settled on a competitive 
deck-builder that relies 
heavily on strategy over luck

● We also made other 
important decisions:
○ Simple vs. Complex
○ Strategy vs. Luck
○ How does a player win?



What is our Game Theme?

● The majority of us were partial to 

fantasy type themes like magic 

and supernatural beings.

● In the end we voted on making 

the game gods-themed.

● This later became an interesting 

project because we wanted to 

potentially create our own gods, 

rather than basing them off of 

preexisting egyptian or roman 

gods.



Defining Rules and Game Aspects
● Everyone starts with a starting deck of 8 cards that are all the same for each 

player

○ 1 attack card, 2 defense cards, 4 follower cards, and 1 faith card

○ Players win by achieving a certain number of faith otherwise known as 

victory points

○ Players attack each other by depleting faith, or followers and can utilize 

defense cards to protect themselves

● Each player will be able to draw from a main deck based on their god each 

turn to build their deck the way they want

● Decks will have types based on the God you have chosen.

○ Each God has special “passive” abilities linked to each card type drawn 

from the main deck

● A copy of the tentative rules is listed below

○ Game Rules

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-gdMT9vzYL7ZC9Xe-e6Nvk3ZZ0zCvjfmylgLluc3ajY/edit?usp=sharing


Defining Rules



Designing our Cards:

● We designed our cards with 
the general layout that is 
pictured to the right. Each card 
has a cost which is listed at the 
top.
○ This can be followers(top 

left)  or faith (top right) 

● The ability of that card and 
explanation is located at the 
bottom.



More Game Aspects Defined

● This next step was the hardest to figure out, and really it came 
down to a trial and error type of testing.

● We had to decide the following:
○ Card Costs
○ Card Effect Amounts
○ Hand Limits
○ Actions Per Turn Limits

● All of these are impossible to calculate and balance in the 
moment and most be carefully analyzed and tested over multiple 
games.



More Game Aspects Defined



Original God Themes

Initially, we decided to make 4 decks with general themes that we named:

● Attack: This deck would focus on taking faith from other players and would 

have very little ability to protect itself from attacks.

● Defense: This deck would focus on strictly defense and would achieve faith by 

intentionally having others attack them.

● Speed: This deck specializes in being able to draw cards faster and look at 

other players hands so that they can get the time advantage on their 

opponents.

● Stun: This deck is loaded with special passives which slow down the 

opponents from gaining faith, as well as drawing cards and building their 

decks



Passive Card Abilities Defined and 
Organized



Assigning Values to Deck Specific Passives

● This is just an example of 
how we randomly assigned 
values to the different 
passive abilities of the 
cards. 

● Once again this was mostly 
just a guessing game.



Early Concept Art



Play Testing 

● Play testing is a vital aspect of 

game design.

● During our first play test, 

numerous issues arose, such as 

unbalanced decks, unclear 

wording, card types that did not 

work in practicality, and 

incomplete rules and mechanics. 



Revising the Game 
● After the playtest a number of revision were made. 

○ Drafting cards from a central deck instead of multiple premade 
decks

○ More cards were added
○ Rebalanced card costs 
○ Balancing the different abilities of each “god”
○ Card passives were added
○ A change in the way followers were gained and utilized
○ A more detail set of rules were created



Plans for the Future

● As of this presentation being made, we are still in production of 
the card game.

● We are still working on adding additional cards into the game 
and balancing.them to provide a fair experience to all players.

● While the final product has not been made yet, the group has 
made incredible strides over the past 2 months, even while being 
forced to hold meetings online to due concerns with COVID-19.



Questions?
Email them to:

conradj@findlay.edu
smithc14@findlay.edu
znaczkok@findlay.edu


